This paper presents a vision-aided uniformly semi-globally exponentially stable (USGES) nonlinear observer for estimation of attitude, gyro bias, position, velocity and specific force of a fixed-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The nonlinear observer uses measurements from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver, and a video camera. This paper presents a nonlinear observer representation with a computer vision (CV) system without any assumptions related to the distance to objects in the images and the structure of the terrain being recorded. The CV utilizes a monocular camera and the continuous epipolar constraint to calculate body-fixed linear velocity. The observer is named a Continuous Epipolar Optical Flow (CEOF) nonlinear observer. Experimental data from a UAV test flight and simulated data are presented showing that the CEOF nonlinear observer has robust performance. Experimental results are compared with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and illustrate that the estimates of the states converge accurately to the correct values. Results show that using the proposed CV in addition to IMU and GNSS improves the accuracy of the estimates. The CV provides accurate information about the direction of travel of the UAV, which improves the attitude and gyro bias estimate.
I. Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have in the last decade gained an increasingly interest, and already plays a major role in military use. The field of applications for UAVs will grow even more in the future, and the demands for robustness, safety and reliability are considered to be crucial. Robust navigation is one of the most important factors when working with UAVs. A challenge in navigation systems is to maintain accurate estimates of the states with low-cost measurement units. The output of such low-cost sensors are typically contaminated by noise and bias. As it is desirable to have low energy consumption on UAVs, it is necessary to find light weight navigation systems with good performance. The Kalman filter has been the preferred filter algorithm, but in recent years nonlinear observers, like the nonlinear complementary filter, have gained increased attention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The use of cameras for navigational purposes is expected to grow quickly since video cameras are lightweight, energy efficient and the prices are constantly decreasing. As magnetometers are sensitive to disturbances, such as electromagnetic fields [7] , cameras might be a good alternative or complementary to the magnetometer. The camera images can be used to output the body-fixed velocity of a UAV [8] , but depend on favourable atmospheric conditions, light and detection of visual stationary features.
results are compared to an EKF, while the simulated results are compared to the known reference. The results imply that the CEOF observer is a robust option to the GTOF nonlinear observer.
The last contribution is a stability proof showing that the CEOF observer has the same stability properties as the GTOF observer, namely a USGES equilibrium point at the origin of the error dynamics.
II. Notation and Preliminaries
Matrices and vectors are represented by uppercase and lowercase letters respectively. X −1 and X + denote the inverse and the pseudoinverse of a matrix respectively, X T the transpose of a matrix or vector, X the estimated value of X, andX = X −X the estimation error. · denotes the Euclidean norm, I n×n the identity matrix of order n, and 0 m×n the m × n matrix of zeros. A vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ]
T ∈ R 3 is represented in homogeneous coordinates as x = [x 1 , x 2 , . The North-East-Down, camera-and the body-fixed reference frames are used in this paper as shown in Fig. 1 : the body-fixed frame are denoted {B} and the North-East-Down (NED) frame denoted {N} (Earth-fixed, considered inertial), while the camera frame is denoted {C}. The rotation from {B} to {N} is represented by the matrix R n b ∈ SO(3), with SO(3) representing the Special Orthogonal group. The image plane is denoted {M}. {B} and {C} are assumed to be aligned, ie. the camera is strapped to the body.
A vector decomposed in {B} and {N} has superscript b and n respectively. The subscript of a vector indicates which frame is measured relative to what. For instance p n b/n is the position of {B} relative to {N} expressed in {N}. The camera location w.r.t. {N} is described by
T . It will also be assumed that every point is fixed w.r.t. {N}. The Greek letters φ, θ, and ψ represent the roll, pitch, and yaw angles respectively, defined according to the zyx convention for principal rotations [6] , and they are collected in the vector Θ b/n = [φ, θ, ψ]
T . A 2-D camera image has coordinates x m = [r, s] T , aligned with the y b -and x b -axis respectively (see Fig. 3 ). The corresponding homogeneous image coordinate is denoted
T of the image coordinates is the OF. The subscript cv indicates a quantity evaluated by means of the computer vision, imu indicates a quantity measured by the IMU, while GPS indicates that the quantity is measured by the GNSS.
A. Measurements and Sensors
The observer is designed to take use of a IMU, a GPS receiver and a video camera, providing the following measurements:
• GPS : NED position p n and NED velocity v n .
• IMU : biased angular velocity ω • Camera: 2-D projections
Detailed information on the actual sensors employed in the experiment is presented in Section V.
III. Computer Vision
The observer presented in Section IV depends on body-fixed velocity measurements from the on-board camera. These measurements are generated through OF, therefore it is necessary to compute the OF vectors Figure 1 : Body frame is denoted {B}, camera frame is denoted {C}, and NED frame is denote {N}. Points in the terrain are projected by the pinhole camera model onto the image plane {M}, as illustrated by the blue plane.
for consecutive images before these vectors are transformed to velocity measurements. The OF calculation and the transformation are presented in the forthcoming section.
A. Optical flow computation
There exist several methods for computing OF. For the experiment presented in Section V two specific methods are chosen. The first one is SIFT [39] which provided the overall best performance in [8] . The second method is a region matching-based method [8] , namely template matching utilizing cross-correlation [50] . SIFT uses a feature-based approach to compute OF. A set of features are extracted from two consecutive images with a feature detector. The detected features are then matched together to find common features in successive images. An OF vector is created from the displacement of each feature. The total number of such vectors in each image depends on the number of features detected and successfully matched.
It is desired to make sure that the OF algorithm produces at least two OF vectors to calculate the body-fixed velocity. It is not possible to guarantee a given number of vectors with SIFT since homogeneous environments, like snow or the ocean, increase the difficulty of finding distinct features. Therefore the OF vectors created by SIFT are combined with OF vectors from template matching [51] . The displacement of twelve templates, created symmetrically across the images, are used to find twelve OF vectors. Template matches below a given threshold are discarded and the corresponding OF vectors removed. Unreliable matches can occur in case of homogeneous terrain, changes in brightness or simply when the area covered by the template has disappeared from the image in the time between the capture of images.
The combination of two individual OF methods increases the probability of having OF vectors distributed across the whole image, as well as maintaining a high number of OF vectors. An example of OF vectors computed with SIFT and template matching from UAV test flights is displayed in Fig. 2 .
In case of mismatches, both methods create erroneous OF vectors. It is desired to locate and remove these vectors. Therefore a simple outlier detector is implemented before the vectors are used to calculate body-fixed velocities. The outlier detector utilizes a histogram to find the vectors that deviates from the mean with respect to direction and magnitude.
B. Transformation from optical flow to velocity
For the OF computations to be useful in the observer a transformation to body-fixed velocity is necessary. The transformation is motivated by the continuous epipolar constraint and the pinhole camera model [52] . The camera-fixed coordinate system, {C}, is related to {N} as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The focal point of the camera is for simplicity assumed to coincide with the origin of {B}. A point p in the terrain is projected from {C} to {M} by the pinhole camera model by where x m is the homogeneous image coordinate and K is a projection matrix mapping points in the camera frame to the image plane. It is defined as
where f is the focal length of the camera. The focal length of a camera can be verified by the computer vision toolbox in Matlab. The same toolbox can be used to estimate coefficients describing the distortion of the camera. These coefficients can be used to generate undistorted images. For the rest of this paper, it is assumed that the distortion is insignificant. u c is defined as the back-projected point lying on the projection ray between the origin of {C} and p c with unity z-component
Epipolar geometry [49] relates the motion of the camera frame with the motion in the image plane independent of the distance to the scene and the structure being recorded. By assuming that all matched features are at rest w.r.t {N}, the continuous epipolar constraint [46] can be expressed as
where ω c c/n and v
T are the angular and linear velocity of the camera relative to {N} expressed in {C}, respectively. Note that the epipolar geometry has an inherited sign ambiguity due to the fact that the scale is not preserved. This means that it is only possible to determine the body-fixed velocity up to scale. Figure 3 : Pinhole camera model. The camera frame is denoted {C}, image plane is illustrated in blue and denoted {M} and NED frame is illustrated in green and denoted {N}. The gray plane is called the back projected plane. The back projected plane is located at unit length away from the camera frame in camera z-direction.
Using now the properties of a triple product [53] , (4) can be rewritten as Assuming that a fixed-wing UAV will never have zero forward velocity, then since {C} and {B} are aligned, one can divide (6) by the forward velocity component
As can be seen from (7), one ends up with a linear equation. Assuming N features, the scaled body-fixed velocity with unity forward component can be found as:
This gives a correct solution only if A has full rank. This can only happen if the OF algorithm chooses linearly independent feature points and OF vectors as defined in Def. 1. Linearly independent OF vectors are in general obtained by not choosing all features from the same line in the image plane. u
T are the back projected coordinate and OF of feature j respectively. Recall the sign ambiguity of the epipolar geometry, meaning that one must know the sign of v x to recover the normalized linear velocity. For a fixed-wing UAV the forward velocity will always be greater than zero, v x > 0. 
IV. Observer Design

A. Kinematics
The kinematics of attitude, position, and velocity are described bẏ
The objective is to estimate the attitude R 
B. Assumptions
The observer design by [3] is based on the following assumptions: 
Assumption 2 states that the UAV cannot have a specific force parallel to the velocity of the UAV. Furthermore neither the specific force nor the velocity can be identically equal to zero. In practice this condition restricts the types of maneuvers that ensure guaranteed performance of the proposed observer. This is however not a problem for fixed-wing UAVs as they always have forward speed to remain airborne. Moreover the observer does not converge while the vehicle is at rest without aiding from e.g. a magnetometer, but presents no issues during flight.
For the CEOF observer, two assumptions are introduced to ensure that CV can recover the body-fixed velocity. 
C. Observer Equations
Provided Assumptions 1-4 hold, the CEOF observer representation is stated as
The subsystem Σ 1 represents the attitude observer, whereas Σ 2 represents the translational motion observer. The CV gives (12), together with (8) . σ ≥ 1 is a scaling factor tuned to achieve stability, k I is a positive scalar gain and K P is a symmetric positive definite gain matrix. Proj(·, ·) represents a parameter projection [54] that ensures that bb gyro does not exceed a design constant Lb > L b (see Appendix), and R s = sat(R n b ). K pp , K pv , K vp , K vv , K ξp , and K ξv are observers gains, and g n is the gravity vector in {N}. The matrixĴ is the output injection term, whose design is inspired by the TRIAD algorithm [55] and defined asĴ
The system Σ 1 -Σ 2 is a feedback interconnection, as illustrated by Fig. 4 .
D. Stability Proof
The error dynamics of the nonlinear observer can be written in a compact form as
T collects the estimated position, velocity and acceleration vectors,
ḟ b b/n , and the four matrices in (14b) are defined as
The following theorem can be stated about the stability of the nonlinear observer (10)- (12) T has a unique solution if and only if the rank of A is full [53] . Given that the computer vision algorithm extracts features such that Assumption 4 is not violated, then A has full rank, and v e is uniquely determined. Hence v b cv is uniquely determined, and it follows from Theorem 1 in [3] that the system is USGES.
V. Experimental Results
An experiment is carried out to validate the theory in practice. The UAV employed is a UAV Factory Penguin-B, equipped with a custom-made payload that includes all the necessary sensors. The IMU is a Sensonor STIM300, a low-weight, tactical grade, high-performance sensor that includes gyroscopes, accelerometers, and inclinometers, all recorded at a frequency of 300 Hz. The chosen GPS receiver is a uBlox LEA-6T, which gives measurements at 5 Hz. The video camera is an IDS GigE uEye 5250CP provided with a 8mm lens. The camera is configured for a hardware-triggered capture at 10 Hz. The experiment has been carried out on 6 February 2015 at the Eggemoen Aviation and Technology Park, Norway, in a sunny day with good visibility, very little wind, an air temperature of about -8
• C. The terrain is relatively flat and covered with snow.
The observer is evaluated offline with the flight data gathered at the experiment. It is implemented using first order forward Euler discretisation with a time-varying step depending on the interval of the data acquisition of the fastest sensor, namely the STIM300, and it is typically around 0.003 seconds. The gyro bias is initialized by averaging the gyroscope measurement at stand still before take-off. The position estimate is initialized by using the first GPS measurement, while the NED velocity is initialized by the difference between the first two consecutive GPS measurements. The various parameters and gains are chosen as
The reference provided for the attitude, position, and velocity is the output of the EKF of the autopilot mounted on the Penguin-B. A reference for the gyro bias is not available.
All the images are processed with a resolution of 1600×1200 (width×height) pixels and in their original state, without any pre-processing. The lens distortion of the camera is not accounted for, and no correction is applied to the images. SIFT is implemented with the open source computer vision library (OpenCV) [56] with default settings. Each match is tagged with a value indicating the accuracy of the match, and the smallest of these values is considered to be the best match. To increase the reliability of the OF vectors, each match is compared to the best one. Every match with an uncertainty more than double the uncertainty of the best match is removed. Also the template matching algorithm is implemented with OpenCV. The size of the templates is chosen to be 120×90 pixels and a correlation of 99% is required in order for a template match to be considered reliable and not removed.
In addition to the CEOF and GTOF observer, a nonlinear observer without CV is implemented. This is done by removing the CV subsystem in (12) from the nonlinear observer, and approximating the bodyfixed linear velocity measurement by v b = [1, 0, 0] T . The nonlinear observer without CV is denoted NoCV. Although Theorem 1 does not cover feedback of the gyro bias estimate to CV in the CEOF nonlinear observer, this feedback is implemented. This is assumed to increase the accuracy without being destabilizing, as the bias estimator is tuned to have slow dynamics.
A. Results
The results presented here refer to a complete flight of the Penguin-B, from take-off to landing. The time on the x-axis is the elapsed time since the data logging began, and only the significant part involving the flight is presented. The maneuvers performed include flights on a straight line and turns with a large and small radius of curvature, approximately 200 m and 100 m. Preliminary experimental results for the GTOF nonlinear observer was reported in [3] , while here experimental results for both the GTOF and CEOF nonlinear observers are presented and compared. Fig. 5 shows the measured body-fixed velocity from the GTOF CV. The measurements are contaminated by noise. The mean values are close to the reference, although the mean forward velocity (u) is slightly greater than the reference. The measured crab and flight path angle of the UAV are shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that both the GTOF and CEOF CV succeeds in measuring the correct direction, but GTOF has a larger noise level than CEOF. Fig. 7 illustrates the estimated attitude. It can be seen that all observers need approximately 60 seconds to converge. The estimates of the roll angle are fairly similar for NoCV, GTOF and CEOF. The estimated pitch angle has a small offset for all nonlinear observers throughout the entire flight. The yaw angle estimate is almost identical for the NoCV, GTOF and CEOF. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrates the estimated velocity and position in {N}, and shows small differences for NoCV, GTOF and CEOF. The estimated gyro bias is seen in Fig. 10 . No bias reference is available, but the estimated bias is close to equal for NoCV, GTOF and CEOF. The flight terrain is relatively flat and the UAV has small crab and flight path angle during the flight. Therefore the weaknesses of the GTOF and NoCV observer are not significant in the results. However the experimental results show that the nonlinear observers yield small deviations from the reference EKF, and that the CV give reasonable estimates of normalized body-fixed velocity.
VI. Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the NoCV, GTOF and CEOF observer representations in the presence of more rugged terrain and to compare with an exactly known reference, a simulator is implemented in Matlab. An elevation profile of a coastline is generated, and a UAV flight is simulated.
The following parameters and gains are chosen identical for the NoCV, GTOF and CEOF observer: [50, 50, 50] , 
and T Θ (Θ b/n ) being the rotation matrix between {B} and {N} and the angular transformation matrix respectively. The variables are integrated numerically with first order Euler integration
B. Sensor Data
Sensor data are generated before running the observer. A gyroscope, accelerometer, inclinometer, GNSS and CV are simulated. The GNSS is simulated to measure {N} position and velocity, and CV is simulated to measure the OF. The gyroscope, accelerometer, inclinometer are configured to output measurements with a rate of 100 Hz. The GNSS is configured to output measurements at 5Hz. The noise on the position measurement from GNSS is modelled as a Gauss-Markov process by ν(k + 1) = e −KGNSS∆T ν(k) + η GNSS , with noise parameters given in Table 1 . The camera is simulated to capture 25 frames per second. The camera extracts features and calculates OF as described in Appendix. White noise is added to the IMU, inclinometer, camera and velocity from GNSS sensor data by the multivariate normal random noise-function, mvnrnd, in Matlab. Inclinometer measurements are denoted Θ
T . The following mean and covariance are used:
No bias on the accelerometer is assumed, and a constant bias is assumed on the gyroscope. The gyroscope is simulated with the following bias Figure 11 : The simulated UAV path and the elevation profile of the terrain model.
White noise is also added to the OF data from the simulated camera. Every extracted feature is given white noise with variance, σ 
C. Terrain Simulation
In order to evaluate the performance of the GTOF and CEOF observer representations with a realistic environment, a terrain model is generated. The terrain model is a matrix, Z, with values corresponding to the elevation profile of the terrain. It is also called the elevation profile of the terrain, as it describes the elevation of the terrain. The terrain model is made to mimic a coastline, and has a resolution of 1m × 1m meter. The covered area is 1km × 1km. At position x, y of the matrix the elevation h of the terrain at x meters North and y meters East is found. A point on the surface of the terrain will have NED coordinate x, y, −h. Fig. 11 displays the simulated UAV path and the terrain model.
D. Results
Fig . 12 shows the crab angle error and the flight path angle error in the measured normalized body-fixed velocity from CV. It can be seen that the GTOF fails to produce correct measurement of the body-fixed velocity when the terrain is non-planar (at time 110-220 seconds). Any crab and flight path angle of the UAV causes NoCV to fail as it assumes pure forward motion. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the attitude estimates and the error in the estimates. The NoCV observer fails to produce accurate estimates of the attitude. It is seen that the accuracy of the GTOF observer is heavily reduced when flying over the non-planar area. The CEOF observer on the other hand is not limited by the rugged terrain, and provides accurate estimates during the entire flight. The estimated and real gyro bias is displayed in Fig. 15 . It is seen that the bias values from NoCV does not converge to the correct value. The shortcomings of the GTOF observer is again illustrated when the UAV flies over the non-planar area. Fig. 16 and 17 show the real and estimated velocity and position. The estimates are close to the reference and quite similar for GTOF and CEOF. This is expected as the velocity and position measurements from GNSS have the largest influence on these estimates. Table 2 provides numerical evaluation of the observers in means by the Root Mean Squared (RMS) error. The CEOF observer has lower RMS in the estimates of the attitude than the GTOF observer. NoCV has the least accurate estimates in attitude, and is outclassed by CEOF. There are no major differences in estimated position and velocity. However CV seem to slightly increase the accuracy in estimated position. The estimated gyro bias is most accurate with the CEOF and least accurate with NoCV. The crab angle and flight path angle error are reduced significantly with CV. This is because NoCV assumes zero crab and flight path angle, which is not the case.
Overall the CEOF observer proves to be much more reliable than GTOF and NoCV, with a robust and accurate performance. The GTOF performs better than NoCV, which supports the use of CV in the observer. However the validity of the GTOF observer is restricted to horizontal planar terrain, which limits the range of use in practice. CEOF is not restricted by the same limitations and thus more applicable in practice. Table 2 : RMS values for the estimated states in the different cases using the ground truth optical flow (GTOF) and the continuous epipolar optical flow (CEOF) observer representation.χ andγ are the crab angle-and flight path angle error in the body-fixed velocity measurement from the computer vision (CV), given in degrees. The gyro bias converges after approximately 100 second, hence the RMS values of the attitude and bias is considered from 100 seconds after start. 
Nonlinear Observer
VII. Conclusions
In this paper two different vision-aided nonlinear observers, and one nonlinear observer without CV, for estimation of position, velocity and attitude, have been evaluated on real experimental data obtained by flying a fixed-wing UAV with a custom-made payload of sensors. The nonlinear observers have also been tested on simulated data to compare the performance of the observers in the presence of non-planar terrain and with an exact known reference for comparison. The results show that using CV increases the accuracy of the nonlinear observer, especially in estimated attitude. This is because CV provides useful information about the direction of the body-fixed velocity. Furthermore the CEOF nonlinear observer has shown to be a more robust option than the GTOF nonlinear observer, as it is terrain independent. 
